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Greetings from the Federation of Light! 
 
What you are about to do today is to activate Codons that exist within the human body. Codons are the inter-
dimensional portals that lie dormant in the DNA matrix.  
 
What you did, earlier on, was to activate the portals in the Endocrine System and within the glands and 
certain chakras. You now go deeper by activating portals that lie in the very DNA matrix that makes you 
what you are uniquely different from all else. If you were to do a surgery upon your fingertips, you would 
change the fingerprint. What you will do today is an energy surgery upon the DNA structure. Forevermore, 
the DNA matrix that lies within you will change its imprint.  
 
The older DNA that you are still, as you sit here, are imprinted with, was a DNA structure that was 
specifically chosen by you to exist as a human form with light that has solidified. This energy surgery upon 
your DNA structure will allow the human form to exist almost as it presently is. But even accepting, 
embracing and staying still and contained with liquefied light.  
 
The very structure of light that you will receive has changed. Light, as energy, had to be solidified, in a 
sense tightly packed together, in order to be received and processed by the human form. Light that streams 
into the earth now will not have this solidified form. Therefore, the human form has to necessarily change to 
receive this new light structure.  
 
The human form, throughout the globe, will, nay, has already started this shift; some, like you, making this 
shift a rapid conscious process, others choosing a process that will be slower, more gradual, where their own 
human form will gently determine the process of shift and transmutation. But throughout the globe, the 
human form will shift; shift so completely that some of the organs, as you know them now, will change so 
rapidly that the medical fraternity will definitely not be able to understand the shift but will be guided by 
liquid light itself as to how to scientifically deal with the shift in the organs.  
 
The organs that will be determined predominantly by the shift will be the heart, the liver and the gall 
bladder. The kidneys will be the last organs of the human structure to shift. But a word of information here 
may not be misappropriate. When your kidneys begin the process of shift, do not be alarmed by changes in 
the colour of the urine, by what might appear as traces of blood, as well as what could look like gravel. The 
shift, in the kidneys, can sometimes be a painful process and you are asked to urgently seek spiritual healing 
from those that will understand the shift in the kidneys and will thus appropriately energize the kidneys in 
order to contain and facilitate that shift. But that shift will be much, much later. As your organs begin to 
transmute the physical body may go into a process of reacting to the shift. Do not be alarmed and instead of 
seeking medical help, please seek spiritual containment of the energy of transmutation.  
 
The Codons, in your DNA structure, are inter-dimensional portals that are directly responsible for moving 
the human matrix into an omni-dimensional energy structure. Even as we speak to you just now, you are 
multi-dimensional and inter-dimensional. This energy matrix that forms the human body has to shift, has to 
shift to its omni-dimensionality. Omni: one, without distinction. The very fact that you need these Codons 
activated in you is proof that you are not omni-dimensional, for when you are, there is no further activation 
required. You become, you become physically, tangibly the structure of Source light.  
 
There are 3 stages of light: Source light, liquid light, solidified light. You, as you sit here listening to us, are 
still in a state of solidified light. With the activation of Codons, your solidified light will gradually change its 
structure to completely liquefied, liquid light. And that shifts again and changes to Source light. 
 



 The human body must be made ready for these shifts. It has been created to contain, within it, solidified 
light. It has to now shift first to contain liquid light and then to be gently shifted to contain, nay, to be Source 
light.  
 
Are you all with us? 
 
These Codons, when they are act activated, will create what appears to the solidified light human matrix as 
miracles, but to a liquid light human matrix this will be the norm. Truly, the ‘miracle’ changes to ‘reclaim’. 
Reclaim your God Power.  
 
The Earth, since the Ra energies have gently been infiltrated into her, has responded in a manner that the 
Federation of Light had not earlier experienced with other solid planetary forms. She is galloping with this 
light, galloping so fast that in the next 500 years, she could very well shift entirely from her physical form. 
This is the rapidity with which the Earth is shifting. She has been thirsting for this transformation and is 
now, like a greedy child, lapping it all up. In order to be one with her, omni-dimensional, you have to move, 
not at her pace, certainly, but definitely quicker than we had earlier urged you to move. 
 
Liquid light cannot easily survive where there is, both, solidity and denseness. As liquid light enters the core 
of our beloved Gaia, it is creating, within Gaia, huge upheavals. As Earth portals open up, as they will all 
over the globe, the Earth is attempting to release her denseness because she cannot as yet release her 
solidified form. This denseness the Ra energy is releasing through earthquakes, floods and volcanic activity.  
 
You must be ready, in our own light structure, to help and aid in this process. We will ask you for a task that 
might seem difficult for many of you here but if you wish to aid our beloved Gaia, yours and ours, this you 
will have to do. Each time you are aware of Gaia’s release, through flood, earthquake and volcanic activity, 
you must, in fact, help the process and not attempt to contain it. We do understand your first instinctual 
reaction: to be there, energetically, for those who suffer, but we ask you to understand these shifts from a 
universal light perspective. What you will witness is Divine Destruction and your help in aiding this process 
can, in fact, help Gaia to release more of the denseness once rather than in repetitive mode.  
 
Of course, you must also send your energies, embrace those who are suffering, in your strong energy matrix. 
But you now have opened dimensional portals within you. You can do all tasks simultaneously. All those 
who are of the Monadid Ray 1 structure, we need your help far more than the other Monadic Ray structures, 
for in your very structure, you hold the latent knowledge, consciousness of Divine Chaos and Divine 
Destruction. We are already receiving waves of resistance but we do not wish for more destruction on Earth. 
Sometimes, one loud explosion is, in the longer run, far more appropriate than several smaller ones.  
 
Your country has many inter-dimensional portals. You, therefore, will bear the brunt. In fact, the eastern 
globe has far more portals than the western part of the globe. From the Himalayas, itself, to the deserts of 
Rajasthan, to the hills of North India, to the rivers of South India: all of these are multi-dimensional portals.  
 
You have never questioned your myths and legends about the origin of the Ganga from Shiva’s crown or the 
sacredness of Yamuna, the sacredness of the place you call Benares. These are not sacred spots, sacred 
rivers and sacred mountains just by random picking. These have been recognized, by the sages of yore, as 
the multi-dimensional portals. And the purpose of making them out to be sacred was deliberately done, in 
order to bring people to these multi-dimensional portal areas, for each time you visit such a river, such a 
town, such a mountain, your entire human matrix is cleansed by the multi-dimensional portal energy that is 
alive and vibrant, in those areas.  
 
It is through these areas now that our beloved Gaia will make her transmutations. That does not necessarily 
mean that these areas will be places of destruction, but these areas will originate the energy of Divine 
Destruction, not only in your country but all over the globe.  
 
Today, we will begin the process of activating codes within your human form. There are codes within the 
DNA structure that are dormant till date. These are Divine geometrys, lying encoded but dormant within the 



DNA matrix. Today, as you go through, what you will consider, your exercise, what we will be doing is 
using this human form that channels our energies to channel to your human form the energies that will 
activate these codes in your DNA matrix.  
 
Before we begin, we will take any questions, if they are present.  
 
There is an energy called Omni… 
 
We will not discuss any other energies. 
 
How many strands of DNA do we have? 
 
Beloved, if you wish to answer that, you will need a number that does not exist. But first we will just be 
interested in activating 1,44,000 strands.  
 
Inaudible 
 
Open up your heart and mind to, in fact, energize the Earth while she is in the process of release. The word 
‘healing’ should not be part of this process because you consider healing as: stopping a necessary process. 
The universe looks at healing from a completely different light.  
 
How long would it take us to reach Source light? 
 
Each one has their own procedure, each one has their own rapidity or slowness in speed. But on a general 
level, converting from liquid to Source light is an extremely slow process.  
 
Inaudible 
 
Yes. It most certainly is one of the most important number formations, in your world. We cannot go into it, 
but it is extremely powerful. In fact, if numbers were portals, 144 would be at the top. 
 
Is that why we have 144 light centers? 
 
144 activated light centers, yes. The others are still dormant. 
 
Inaudible 
 
It is not a process limited to you or this group, beloved. This process is a global process.  
 
So everyone will be activated. 
 
Every single human form! 
 
Already, those who wished to exit have done so. They have chosen to exit before the process of liquid light 
could be begun in their human matrix. Those who are alive (and we are joyous to find the huge numbers that 
have stayed with our beloved Gaia) will have another 9 month period, in which, if they wish to exit, they 
will be permitted to, even if their exit points have not yet been reached. After the 9 month period, this 
window of choice is closed forever and the normal process of exit will continue.  
 
Inaudible 
 
Beloved, the ones who are being born have light centers that go so far beyond your own that if you had to 
put them under a spiritual microscope, you would, in fact, say: this is not a human form.  
 
I thought today’s generation of children have 1,44,000. 



 
That was an old figure.  
 
Greetings from the Federation of Light! 
 
 
Meditation: 
 
Signatures of all present have been noted.  
 
Please breathe deeply and enter the most silent, sacred space within yourself.  
 
Place your hands upon the frontal lobes of your skull. Gently, begin to rock your body, backwards and 
forwards. You do not need to hum. Just allow the humming sound to activate the lobes. You will begin to 
feel a buzz between the palms of your hand and your skull. Begin to gently turn your body from the right to 
the left, in a circular motion. 
 
 Command: Activate the code of liquid light! Activate the code of liquid light! Activate the code of liquid 
light! 
 
Continue to turn your body gently, from right to left, in a circular motion. Place your hands down, gently, 
upon your laps. Allow the first download of the Ra energy.  
 
Bring your hands up to a point about an inch above your eyebrows and gently massage in a rotary 
movement. Command: Receive Ra Energy! Receive Ra Energy! Receive Ra Energy! Press the points 
inwards, gently but strongly.  
 
Place your hands down, gently. Allow the sound of Hu to help you receive the 1st ray of the Ra Energy. Do 
not make the sound yourself.  
 
Place your hand gently upon your chest, just above your breast. Command: Activate anti-death codes! 
Activate anti-death codes! Activate anti-death codes!  
 
Breathe, in and out, deeply, expanding your chest at its fullest, as you breathe in. Place your hands gently 
upon your lap. Permit the download of the 2nd wave of the Ra Energy to activate Codons in the DNA matrix.  
 
Place your hands back upon the chest and gently but firmly, with rotary movements, massage the area. 
Receive ray 2 of Ra Energy! Receive ray 2 of Ra Energy! Receive ray 2 of Ra Energy!  
 
Stop the rotary movement and gently press the area inwards. Place your hands down, gently.  
 
Place your hands at the very top of the spinal cord that starts within the hairline, at the back. Gently rock the 
body forward and backward. Activate light tetrahedrons! Activate light tetrahedrons! Activate light 
tetrahedrons!  
 
Gently place your hand upon your lap. This activation converts the spinal cord from a channel of solidified 
light to become a channel of liquid light and activates, within your entire body, 1,096 light tetrahedrons that 
will be the carriers of the Ra Energy that will gently continue with codeon activation, in the days and weeks 
and months to follow. Place your hand upon the spot, gently massaging the spot. 
 
 I am in joyous readiness to be an omni-dimensional being! I am in joyous readiness to be an omni-
dimensional being! I am in joyous readiness to be an omni-dimensional being! I receive the 3rd ray of Ra 
Energy! I receive the 3rd ray of Ra Energy! I receive the 3rd ray of Ra Energy!  
 
Place your hand down upon your lap.  



 
Place your hands upon your skull, behind your ears. Allow your fingers to overlap each other, at the back. 
Activate unity code! Activate unity code! Activate unity code! Gently move your body, in a sideways 
movement, from left to right and right to left. Let your movement be slow and gentle. This gentle movement 
mingles the feminine and masculine energies, residing in the lobes of your brains.  
 
Gently place your hand upon your laps. Permit the download of the uni-key of the universe. If you wish to 
aid this process by visualization, you can visualize a large, ornately-carved golden key appearing and 
coming towards your crown, turning to liquid light and being absorbed by your structure. The uni-key not 
only activates the unity code, but all other codes that lie dormant till the unity code lies dormant and 
activates only when the unity code is activated.  
 
I receive Ray 4 of the Ra Energy! I receive ray 4 of the Ra Energy! I receive ray 4 of the Ra Energy!  
 
Place your hand upon the lower back region. Breathe into this region, strongly, deeply. Activate anti-matter 
code! Activate anti-matter code! Activate anti-matter code!  
 
Place your hand, gently, upon your lap. Permit the download of the 5th and final surge of the Ra Energy. I 
joyously embrace transmutation from solidified light form, to liquid light form, to Source light form! I 
joyously embrace transmutation from solidified light form, to liquid light form, to Source light form! I 
joyously embrace transmutation from solidified light form, to liquid light form, to source light form! I desire 
that this process be constant and uninterrupted due to any earthly event that I may experience.  
 
Placing both your hands gently upon your higher heart, I am light tetrahedron, graceful and divine, firm and 
flexible, gentle and powerful, almighty and unconditional love. I revel in my wisdom, as I play in my 
ignorance. I am full and complete, whole and perfect. I am omni-dimensional, omnipotent, omniscient, 
omnipresent. I am light tetrahedron! I am light tetrahedron! I am light tetrahedron!  
 
Very gently, you may open your eyes.  
 
 
 
 


